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95% of cybersecurity breaches are attributed to 
human error   – Allied World 2023

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Good morning and Thank you very much for giving me the opportunity to be with you this morning and share some information regarding good cybersecurity practices.   My name is Gary Sheehan and I am the Information Security Director here at Elon.  My career in information security spans over 35 years and I have had the opportunity to work in almost every type of industry.    Feel free to ask questions throughout the presentation.  Alright – Let’s get started.  



Today’s Agenda:
• 3 Biggest Risks 
• Elon’s Role in Security
• Essential Tips 
• Q & A
:

Elon’s Information Security Program

Elon 
Strong

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Today, I want to:Walk you through the 3 biggest risks we face today at Elon.   Show you how Elon is helping us all stay security and compliant and manage these risksShare some tips on we can all contribute to ensuring the data and information we use stay secure and compliantLastly, I am happy to answer any questions y’all may have.  Now, much of what you are about to hear may sound like common sense, but non-the-less this information is important to know when safeguarding your information, privacy and identities.  BTW – feel free to ask questions during the presentation,  Just unmute yourself or type your question in the chat window.  Sometimes it is much easier to answer a question while we are on the topic than to wait until later.    



Common Attack Method - QR Codes

Certified Safe

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our first common attack is the dreaded QR Code. (Quick Response)  QR codes have become a quick and easy way to market, advertise and sell merchandise and services.  QR codes seem to be everywhere.  When you see a QR code, can you tell where the scan will take you? Can you tell by looking at these QR codes which one is good and which one is bad?  You certainly shouldn’t rely on any text or logo that might accompany the code as those are provided by the code creator. 



Common Attack Method - QR Codes
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Presentation Notes
The use of QR codes will likely continue to expand.  We are not only seeing them for marketing and sales purposes, but they are showing up in some interesting and weird places. Shapes – doesn’t matterTattoosBusiness cardsMedical braceletsID tags for people and pets(CLICK)



Common Attack Method - QR Codes

The four biggest risk to QR codes are:

•They are very easy to create and connect to a website
• Mobile devices can be vulnerable
•You really have no idea where they will direct you – so the 
author needs to be verified and trusted.

•Sites that are accessed by QR codes tend to become targets
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Presentation Notes
The four biggest risk to QR codes are:They are very easy to create and connect to a websiteYou make likely be using a device to scan the code that does not have the necessary protections against infected or fake websitesYou really have no idea where they will direct you – so the author needs to be verified and trusted.Site that are accessed by QR codes tend to become targets for hackers since the hackers know that the site represented by the QR code will likely get many visitors.  So, they will try and hack the site and install some malware that will get executed each time the site is accessed.  



The 9 Biggest QR Code Scams
• QR codes on parking meters and other contactless 

payment devices
• QR codes sent in phishing emails
• Tampered QR codes in restaurants
• QR codes on unexpected package deliveries
• QR codes at COVID-19 testing centers
• QR codes in shopping malls and store windows 

supporting charities
• QR codes sent over social media (hacked accounts)
• Cryptocurrency QR code scams
• QR code scanner apps that download malware

Donate $5

Common Attack Method - QR Codes
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Unfortunately, there are quite a few QR code scams already circulating.  We need to watch out for……  A couple I want to point out are:Parking MeterQR codes is store windows, shopping malls and other public placesQR codes that solicit donations for disaster relief



Common Attack Method - Email Phishing Attack

US Universities Targeted by Office 365 
Phishing Attacks – PC Computing 2021

Fraudsters Launch Phishing Attacks on 
Universities to Steal Student Information  -
Kaspersky Labs 2022

Phishing Attacks Doubled in 2022 
to Over 500 Million.                                  
Kaspersky Labs  - 2023

The Increasing Threat of Ransomware in 
Higher Education  - Educause Review  2022

Universities and Colleges Cope Silently With 
Ransomware Attacks

Ransomware gangs like Vice Society target 
colleges and universities, but they try hard to 
keep that information quiet.   
- CSO Magazine 2023
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The second common attack is phishing/spoofed/scam/SPAM email attacks. (CLICK)Phishing remains one of the most effective avenues of attack for cyber criminals – and the biggest cyber risk we experience at Elon. One major factor is due to how sophisticated these types of attacks have become.  Attackers are now using smarter techniques to trick employees, students, alumni and parents into compromising sensitive data or downloading malicious attachments. Lastly, phishing (CLICK) often results in unauthorized data access, identity theft and a ransomware infection. 



Common Attack Method - Website Cyber Attack

Phish / Malware /
Social Engineering

The Internet
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The third attack method is the website / browsing Cyber Attack.  Now - there are about 50 billion other things, including people and devices connecting to the same Internet. Probably at least one of those things, people, bot, application or device will be a cybercriminal (CLICK) looking for an opportunity to steal something from somebody. Everyday hackers are out and about on the web infecting websites with malware, creating fake websites in an attempt to steal information, doing some social engineering and setting up phishing and ransomware scams – just a typical day’s work for them. 



Common Attack Method - Website Cyber Attack

Phish / Malware /
Social Engineering

The Internet
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If we are not careful, we can easily become a victim to some sort of scam, spoof, phishing attempt, fraud, or malware attack.  And we can easily infect ourselves (CLICK) (CLICK), our colleagues and (CLICK) (CLICK) friends, and the university. CLICK We can even expose them all to… (CLICK)
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Presentation Notes
That dreaded RANSOMWARE!



Elon Safety Measures

Security Awareness / Education

Endpoint Controls
Software Updates
Data Encryption
Problem Management
Policies

Log Monitoring
Web Filtering
Application Restrictions
Compliance Controls

Log Monitoring
Web Filtering
Vulnerability Scanning

Multifactor authentication
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Luckily, Elon has us covered.  Because no control is 100% effective, and many controls become less effective over time, Elon has implemented a security model called defense in depth. This is an approach where a series of defensive mechanisms are layered in order to protect valuable data and information. If one mechanism fails, another steps up immediately to thwart an attack. This multi-layered approach with intentional redundancies increases the security of a system as a whole and addresses many different attack vectors. <CLICK> It starts with our firewalls which monitor and analyze computer traffic go to and coming from the InternetAs you can see we have layers of controls on the desktop <CLICK>, in the cloud<CLICK>, in the network architecture<CLICK>, and embedded in our authorization mechanisms<CLICK>,   We even offer protection for our human resources through security awareness training and various information security policies<CLICK>.  Please understand that these controls are in place to protect you and the university, not to stop you from doing your work.  



You Are 
The 

Shield

Protecting Yourself and Our Community

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Even though it may look like we have implemented a lot of controls, each us still need to provide these same Defense in Depth tactics to our personal piece of cyberspace.  Each of us need to be the shield that protects our own valuable technology, identity and information resources from the scammers, phishers, hackers and cyber criminals.   In the next several slides we will review some tips and techniques that we can use to minimize our risk of being scammed, spoofed or phished.   



Tips For Ensuring Privacy & Security
#1 – Be Aware of Cyber Issues & Exploits

Stay Informed.  
Elon’s Security Awareness Program 
includes:
• An Information Security Alert System 
• A video library (Moodle)
• New employee orientation information
• Periodic training events throughout the 

year
• Easy ticket submission 

(infosec@elon.edu)
• Awareness resources available
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Our first tip is about keeping informed of cyber issues and exploits. Elon keeps their community members informed through a formalized program.  Elon’s Security Awareness Program includes:An Information Security Alert System (email messages)A video libraryNew employee orientation informationPeriodic training events throughout the yearEasy ticket submission (infosec@elon.edu)Awareness Resourceall of which are available to staff, faculty and students. Highlighted in the lower right corner is our Resources tab that contains quite a few links to materials that will help you identify cyber problems and provide tips to protect yourself and others.  Staff, faculty and students should receive regular training on how the spot phishing attacks that use modern techniques, as well as how to report a phishing attack as soon as they believe they have been targeted.  

mailto:infosec@elon.edu


Tips For Ensuring Privacy & Security
#2 – Phishing / Spoofing / Scams

• Sender……. From Name & Email should match 

The 4S Method to Email Security
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Our second tip relates to phishing.  We can use the 4S Method when processing our email to ensure we minimize the risk of getting phished or spoofed.  The 4S Method includes checking the sender, subject, salutation and signature.Let’s start with sender. Be very careful and be sure you know the sender before you respond to any email.  Universities are a prime target for email phishers and spoofers.  We all need to ensure we validate the sender before responding with ANY sensitive or personal information.  The best way to validate the sender is to ensure the name matches the email address.  That is getting harder because group accounts and service accounts are starting to be used to automatically send emails.  (CLICK)



Tips For Ensuring Privacy & Security
#2 – Phishing / Spoofing / Scams

• Sender……. From Name & Email should match 

The 4S Method to Email Security
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And we all need to be careful when using our mobile device to check our email.  It is very hard to validate the sender of an email on a mobile device.  I recommend if an email wants you to click on a link or open an attachment, that you do that on a computer, and only after you can verify or validate the sender.  (CLICK)



Tips For Ensuring Privacy & Security
#2 – Phishing / Spoofing / Scams

• Sender……. From Name & Email should match 
• Subject……. Check tone and subject of the email

The 4S Method to Email Security
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Next, check out the subject line of the message, as well as the subject of the email.  You should watch out for the dozens of typical subject lines scammers use, as well as the tone and subject of the email.  If the message conveys urgency and threatens consequences if no immediate action is taken, it is most likely a phishing, spoofed or a scam email.  The next item to check is the……  (CLICK)



Tips For Ensuring Privacy & Security
#2 – Phishing / Spoofing / Scams

• Sender……. From Name & Email should match 
• Subject……. Check tone and subject of the email
• Salutation.. Specific vs generic greetings

The 4S Method to Email Security

Presenter Notes
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… the salutation.  If it is a legitimate business email, the salutation should be personal, not generic.The last item to review is the……  (CLICK)



Tips For Ensuring Privacy & Security
#2 – Phishing / Spoofing / Scams Best Regards,  

Gary Sheehan
Director - Information Security
Alamance Building 213C
Information Security Website

Focused on Student Success & 
Engagement

The 4S Method to Email Security

• Sender……. From Name & Email should match 
• Subject……. Check tone and subject of the email
• Salutation.. Specific vs generic greetings
• Signature....Formal & structured

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
… the signature of the email.  Email signatures from business should look official.  I recommend we all use a standard Elon signature in our emails, as well in our department emails.  This makes it easier to differentiate legitimate emails from spoofed emails.  

https://www.elon.edu/u/bft/technology/infosec/


From: Connie Ledoux Book <edup11069@gmail.com>
Date: Monday, February 6, 2023 at 9:23 AM
To: Gary Sheehan <gsheehan2@elon.edu>
Subject: <no subject>

[Security Notice: This message originated from outside of Elon's email system. Proceed with caution and 
contact infosec@elon.edu with any concerns.]

hello good day, let me know when you are available. there is something i need you to do. i am stuck in a 
seminar right now, kindly drop your cellphone number to send text message

Sincerely, 

Connie Ledoux Book
President
Ellon University

#2 – Phishing / Spoofing / Scams

Tips For Ensuring Privacy & Security
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Presentation Notes
Let’s see how this tip would help us in dealing with the following phishing examples.  I have a couple of examples I would like to share with you so we can test out this tip.  .  In this message, there are a few things that should jump out at you.  (CLICK) First – the name and email address don’t match.  (CLICK) Next – there is no subject line.  (CLICK) Third – notice this warning message.  We put this message on emails that come from a source outside of the Elon domain – regardless of who the sender name is.  (CLICK)  Next, look at the grammar.  I am sure Doctor Book would not send an email like that. (CLICK) Lastly – look at the signature line.  Does that look like an official Elon signature?    

mailto:edup11069@gmail.com
mailto:infosec@elon.edu


From: Gary Sheehan <gshehen@fpcc.edu> 
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2022 10:06 PM
To: Gary Sheehan <gsheehan2@elon.edu
Subject: Gary Sheehan shared "ADMIN EVALUATION FILE" with you.

Gary Sheehan shared a file with you:  

Dr. Connie Ledoux invites you to view a work-order file.

Dr. Connie Ledoux
President - Elon University

Powell Building, office 102,
2185 Campus Box

Elon; NC 27244 

This link will work for everyone.OPEN

Tips For Ensuring Privacy & Security
#2 – Phishing / Spoofing / Scams

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This next one is a bit harder to spot and 5 times more dangerous.  CLICK – The name and the email address don’t match, but if you don’t look carefully, you may not notice.  CLICK – The subject line should look suspicious. And the subject (CLICK) - You should ask yourself – is this how Elon shares evaluation files with staff or faculty?  And why would Dr. Book share an evaluation file with me?  And why would we refer to it as a work-order file?  CLICK - Lastly – by clicking on this link, the recipient is asked for their user-id and password. Because it is easy to scrape Microsoft’s images from the Internet, it is very easy to create official looking login pages. So if you were to click on this link, it would ask you for your credentials and then verify they are correct.  That verification process gives the hacker permission to bypass our multifactor authentication protocols.  This means the hacker now has your credentials and access to all your files.    



 
 

    
    

Microsoft  

Outlook®Mailbox Storage for Elon  

 ⦿ jwilliams132@elon.edu  

Attn: Jwilliams132! Yourjmailbox is almost full and running out of free space.  
Clearjcache now forjspace to avoidjerrors injsending orjreceivingjmessages.  

 
jClearjCache &jFreejUp Spacei 

**Sign-injisjvalidatediby elon.edu useridatabase**  

Note:jThis is anjimportant servicejnoticejsentjon 10-11-2022 08:23:24 AM  
 

This e-mail message is intended for: jwilliams132@elon.edu  
 

©CMicrosoftj2022 · Elon Webmailj· All rightsjreserved.   

Disclaimer: Thisjemail and its content are intendedjsolely for the use of thejaddressee.  
Scannedjand securedjby MicrosoftjOfficej365®AdvancedjThreat protectionj(APT)  

 

gsheehan2

gsheehan2@elon.edu

gsheehan2@elon.edu

Tips For Ensuring Privacy & Security
#2 – Phishing / Spoofing / Scams
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Presentation Notes
This is another well crafted phish – and one might fall for this if they were recently hired by Elon.  The only way to know for sure this knowing that MICROSOFT will never contact Elon folks about email boxes being full.  Also – in some cases this phish attempts to use the same email for both the sender and recipient, so unless you know you sent yourself something, you should consider email coming from yourself as a phish or scam.  (CLICK) Clicking on the link will expose your credentials.   
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 ⦿ jwilliams132@elon.edu 

Attn: Jwilliams132! Yourjmailbox is almost full and running out of free space. 
Clearjcache now forjspace to avoidjerrors injsending orjreceivingjmessages. 



jClearjCache &jFreejUp Spacei

**Sign-injisjvalidatediby elon.edu useridatabase** 

Note:jThis is anjimportant servicejnoticejsentjon 10-11-2022 08:23:24 AM 

This e-mail message is intended for: jwilliams132@elon.edu 

©CMicrosoftj2022 · Elon Webmailj· All rightsjreserved. 





		Disclaimer: Thisjemail and its content are intendedjsolely for the use of thejaddressee. 
Scannedjand securedjby MicrosoftjOfficej365®AdvancedjThreat protectionj(APT) 









USPS: We are having 
trouble delivering your 
package.  Please 
confirm your address at 
the link below so we 
may complete delivery.  
If not confirmed in 24 
your package will be 
returned to the seller.  

Address Confirmation 
Link

USPS-ID-#1T362I.

Phishing is not just 
for email anymore

Tips For Ensuring Privacy & Security
#2 – Phishing / Spoofing / Scams
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Now we have to worry about phone phishing.  In this example the link could take you to any number of webpages – depending on what information the scammer want from you.  



Phishing is not just 
for email anymore

Tips For Ensuring Privacy & Security
#2 – Phishing / Spoofing / Scams

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In this last example, I would hope if Doctor Book is sending you or me a text message – we would already have her cell number in our contact list AND she would be sending a more important message than just “let me know if you get this text” message. 



Tips For Ensuring Privacy & Security
#3 – Transferring Data - COMPLIANCE

Personal information, 
when misused or 

inadequately protected, 
can result in identity theft, 
financial fraud, regulatory 
non-compliance and other 
problems that collectively 

cost people, businesses 
and governments millions 

of dollars per year.

REQUIREMENT DATA TYPES 
(WRITTEN & DIGITAL) RESPONSIBILITY

Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act
(GLBA)

Student financial information and 
other non-public student 
information

Susan Kirkland

General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR)

Personally Identifiable Information 
for European Union citizens Christopher 

Waters

Payment Card Industry Standard
(PCI-DSS)

Credit card processing formation –
electronic commerce Gary Sheehan

Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act    
(FERPA)

Student non-public personal and 
academic information Rodney Parks

Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act 

(HIPAA)

Medical / health related information 
for all individuals Jana Lynn 

Patterson

State Privacy Laws 
Personally Identifiable Information  (PII)

Any representation of information 
that permits the identity of an 
individual to whom the information 
applies to be reasonably inferred by 
either direct or indirect means.

All Employees

Presenter Notes
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Our third tip focuses on compliance.  We all play a role in ensuring Elon shares and uses data in a compliant manner. Here at Elon, we all must ensure we access Elon technology and information assets in a compliant manner. This table lists those requirements that most impact Elon University, the type of data involved and the person overseeing Elon’s compliance efforts.  Now, these are not all our compliance requirements, only those that are most impacted by information security, data handling and data governance.    If you have any questions regarding compliance, you can reach out any of the Compliance Managers or myself. A very important point to take away from this slide is that Everyone who…   



• Always run updates – (auto update is best, OS & Apps)
• Enable strong user authentication – (Screen lock / Biometrics, etc.) 
• Avoid public wi-fi – (increased exposure to malware and hackers)
• Cloud backups – (ensure your phone is being backed-up)
• Practice good application security & privacy

• Beware of malicious apps
• Delete unneeded apps
• Grant least privilege for services
• Review location settings (always-on vs. in-use only)

Tips For Ensuring Privacy & Security
#4 – Mobile Security (Elon-owned & Personal Devices

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our 4th tip is related to security of mobile devices.  With many people now working on the go using mobile devices, as well as using applications in a cloud, this increased connectivity has come with the risk of unauthorized data access.  The advent of malicious mobile apps has increased the risk of mobile phones containing malware which could potentially lead to a security breach.  Mobile devices should always have sensitive information password-protected or encrypted, and sensitive or suspicious email should never be opened on a mobile device.  Using these tips will help to minimize risk. 



Tips For Ensuring Privacy & Security
#5 – Privacy

Many of the advances in technology that make 
our lives easier and more comfortable, also are 

the biggest threats to our personal privacy.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our 5th tip builds on the use of mobile devices, but zeros in on the privacy aspect of using mobile technology.  Now I am not saying that all technology is bad and is a risk to our privacy.  I am saying that if am I concerned about my privacy and the privacy of my data and information, I need to know about the risks of using mobile technology and how to control access to the data on my mobile devices.  CLICK  Think about all the apps we use on our mobile devices and what access to our information we have given those apps.  .  Have you ever thought about why so many mobile and web apps are free?  



Tips For Ensuring Privacy & Security
#5 – Privacy

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
READ SLIDE….I think this quote says it all – READ SLIDE.  As the internet increasingly becomes more commercial, the value of our personal information and individual reputations will continue to rise. This means that not only are companies tracking what you and I are tweeting, or browsing on the Internet, they’re also using this knowledge to predict our future behavior.  How many times have you shared information with friends over chats, had conversations with them in the presence of your phone or shopped online for a product only to be inundated with offers and information regarding the topics you discussed or researched?  We can protect ourselves by limiting the access we give to each of the apps we use. 



Tips For Ensuring Privacy & Security
#5 – Privacy

Privacy Configuration Settings on 
Mobile Include:
• Location settings / GPS
• Tracking (tracking application use activity)
• Access to your camera
• Access to your microphone
• Access to contacts & calendars
• Fitness / Activity tracking
• Access to your photos
• Access to files and folders
• Bluetooth access
• Access to reminders

Presenter Notes
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Although mobile apps tend to make our lives more convenient like being able to remind you about appointments, find stores, give directions, locate restaurants near you, or tell you whether there’s heavy traffic on your commute, they also come with a risk to your privacy.This is a list of the common services that a mobile app will request access to on a mobile phone. I often ask myself - how many of the apps on my mobile devices need access to my camera, or microphone, my photos, and the files I have store on my phone?  For instance – I recently downloaded a game to my phone and that game wanted access to my microphone and  phone app.  I couldn’t see any reason to allow access to my microphone, but I did allow access to my phone so the app would pause the game when I would receive or make a call.  However, that access may also allow the app’s maker to listen in on calls without your knowledge.   For an app like Facebook, I suggest turning off access to your phone’s calendar, contacts, microphone, and location data. But leave on access to the camera if you want to post your photos. Like other social media services, Facebook also has its own unique settings for privacy and security, which can be accessed online or from inside the app. 



Tips For Ensuring Privacy & Security
#5 – Privacy

Social Media is the Biggest Risk to Privacy
• No all apps are created equal
• Be cautious about what you post in Social 

Media
• Be careful when accepting “Friend” 

connections
• Search yourself on Google
• Consider posting your vacation photos & 

plans AFTER you get home
• Restrict who can see your friends list, contacts and photos
• Posting photos of job offers or college acceptance letters might reveal too much 

personal information

Presenter Notes
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One last bit of advice on maintaining privacy – IMO opinion, Social media apps are the biggest threat to our personal privacy due to their purpose which is sharing information. Think about this for a minute – Are you OK using an app that collects data on your social behaviors, places you have been, the friends you have and your likes and dislikes, and then sells that data to their commercial partners.  Not all social media apps are appropriate for every age group.  There are some good resources on the Internet where you can research good and bad apps.  Here we have a list of 15 apps that would cause me concern if I found these on a child’s or teen’s phone.  These apps, though not bad, have a reputation of being used by predators and impersonators. To better manage our privacy, we need to delete the mobile apps we do not use and ensure the ones we do use have the proper privacy applied.  



Tips For Ensuring Privacy & Security
#6 – Realize Constant Change

• Technology is constantly changing 
requiring business to be agile and 
adaptive.

• Cybercriminals don’t have rules,
• Private networks are quickly 

disappearing.
• Employees must understand and 

manage their own cybersecurity
• AI will likely accelerate the rate of 

change

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our 6th tip revolves around constant technology change.  Fun fact:  There are currently more than 2.9 million apps available in the Google Play Store and 4.75 million apps available in the Apple App Store.  About 2,000 new apps released every day. If that isn’t constant change – then I don’t know what is. This changing landscape of IT technologies may have improved the ability for flexible working environments, but has it has also brought with it more sophisticated security attacks. I believe the last few years have taught us that we must be prepared to continue providing secure and compliant technology services.   Going into 2023 it is likely that this trend will continue. We are seeing an increase in threats targeting teleworkers and remote workers. In addition, many businesses want to be prepared for the next pandemic or the next major technology interruption.  So, the need to train employees to understand and manage their own cybersecurity is critical. Ensuring we all keep security top of mind is a key theme of 2023 and beyond.



Tips For Ensuring Privacy & Security
#7 – “Personal Information” Security & Privacy

• Account Protection / Device 
Protection 

• Identity Protection Services
• Credit Card Purchase Protection
• Credit Card Fraud Protection
• Credit Monitoring 

IdentityProtectionReview.com

Fraud alerts are 
especially useful 

for stopping 
fraudulent 

charges in their 
tracks

Purchase alerts 
are useful for 

tracking charges 
made to an 

associated credit 
card.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our last tip explores how we can keep our personal information and identities safe.  Unfortunately, the threat of malicious actors does not stop at the workplace. Since many of us likely use a number of devices to access our personal information, there are risks associated with this type of “hybrid” technology environment – especially if we don’t keep our devices and accounts secure.To keep our accounts and devices safe and secure, we all know that we should use strong passwords and pin codes to protect them.  We also know we should use different passwords for all our social media accounts, and that we should apply these same controls to our home network, our routers and are wireless devices.  I recommend if you haven’t talked to your Internet Service Provider in a while, reach out to them to ensure you have the latest hardware and software.  Believe it or not, identity theft has been a thing since the early 60s. Identity-theft protection services typically monitor your credit or public records for any suspicious charges, or offer other identity-theft safeguards, for a monthly fee. In some cases they provide services to help clean up the mess left behind in the wake of identity theft and assist in rebuilding your credit.Identity protection is worth it if you feel you are at high risk for identity fraud or you don’t want to monitor your credit cards yourself.  Many of the services charge a monthly fee, while others require a membership like Triple A or AARP or they are “advertiser” driven like Credit Karma.  (CLICK) (CLICK) (CLICK) Personally,  I use a free, advertiser driven credit monitoring app, and I receive credit card and fraud alerts through my credit card companies and Bank.  Using the credit card issuer's mobile app to set up alerts and enabling push notification ensures you're alerted quickly. Purchase alerts are useful for tracking charges made to an associated credit card. Some apps offer customized purchase notifications. For example, if an alert that pops up for every small purchase is simply too much, a user can set up a purchase alert only for charges more than $1,000.Fraud alerts are especially useful for stopping fraudulent charges in their tracks. Usually a user will receive a notification of a suspicious charge as soon as it’s made. Quick action on the user’s part is recommended here: If a charge is confirmed as fraudulent, the credit card company or bank will report the fraud and typically reverse the charge. When applying for cards, keep an eye out for a “$0 Fraud Liability” or similarly worded features that ensure that card holders aren’t responsible for fraud.



• Only remember one password
• Easily retrieve passwords, on any device, through your LastPass 

vault
• Create secure passwords through the LastPass password 

generation tool
• Mobile app
• Easily and securely share passwords with work a team
• Can be shared with family members

Tips For Ensuring Privacy & Security

What is

#7 – “Personal Information” Security & Privacy

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I also use LastPass to protect my passwords.  Using LastPass will also help to maintain your privacy.  Elon faculty, staff, and students have access to a free LastPass account. LastPass is a secure password management tool that helps Elon University faculty, staff and students manage passwords. As a best practice, it is recommended that you use different passwords for every website that you login to. With LastPass, you can securely generate and save passwords to your own personal "vault.“85% of compromised accounts at Elon can be linked to a person using the same password on a compromised third-party website and for their Elon user-id. Christina Bonds provides monthly workshops specific to installing and using the LastPass application.    



• Stay Informed - technology / vulnerabilities / threats / scams / risks
• Don’t feed the phish or take the Bait
• Compliance is everyone’s job – share with care 
• Use mobile technology wisely
• Value your privacy at work and at home
• Recognize your risks when using social media
• Practice your “personal security”

We all must do our part to Ensure 
Cyber Safety and Data Privacy

Summary

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In Summary – I use this checklist to ensure I am doing my part to protect myself and my piece of cyberspace.  It takes a combination of controls to build a personal defense in depth strategy and this list is an excellent way to get you started.   With that – If you have any questions, comments or concerns feel free to unmute yourself for our Q&A.  



Q & A
Staying Informed
Phishing / Malware
Compliance
Mobil technology
Privacy
Social Media
Personal Security and Privacy

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Any Questions. 
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